Appendix G Process

Project
Progression

{

DNO

DNO

NGET

New Generator

DNO

Project progression
notice and
accompanying invoice
will be issued to the
customer within one
calendar month

Should the Generator
wish to progress and
consequently pay their
invoice, the DNO will
send confirmation of
Mod App initiation and
the relevant fee to NG,
within one calendar
month

NGET will receive the
Mod App initiation and
then has 3 months from
technical compliance to
send a Construction
Agreement to the DNO,
detailing required
works and securities for
all affected Generators

Generator will receive a
new offer from the DNO
which details the works,
costs and timescales
associated with the Mod
App. The generator can
accept the terms and
securities of the new
2
offer or decline

Should the Generator
accept, the necessary
works and securities for
the Mod App, the DNO
must return the signed
agreement to NG within
3 months, or the offer
shall lapse and become
void

Insufficient
DNO
New Generator
Generator applies to
DNO for connection to
distribution network
and receives the
relevant connection
offer

DNO receives
acceptance from the
customer. DNO to
confirm against existing
Appendix G data
whether there is
sufficient headroom at
affected GSP

Sufficient

Appendix G

{

DNO

NGET

DNO will add the
accepted generator to
their monthly
submission to NGET

NGET will sign off the
new Appendix G and
return to the DNO as
soon as practically
possible

1

DNO
DNO will inform the
Generator that there is
sufficient headroom,
and no further
applications or fees are
applicable, as soon as
practically possible

1

Should NGET disagree that there is sufficient capacity at the GSP and consequently not sign off the report, the new generator will move to the Project Progression process outlined above
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Should You decline the terms and not wish to progress, please note this will be a full withdrawal of Your generation connection offer
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